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Abstract
We present MUSE observations of galaxy NGC 7469 from its Science Verification to show
how powerful is the combination of high-resolution wide-field integral field spectroscopy
with both photometric and spectroscopic observations of supernova (SN) explosions. Using
STARLIGHT and Hiiexplorer, we selected all Hii regions of the galaxy and produced 2-
dimensional maps of the Hα equivalent width, average luminosity-weighted stellar age, and
oxygen abundance. We measured deprojected galactocentric distances for all Hii regions,
and radial gradients for all above-mentioned parameters. We positioned the type Ia SN
2008ec in the Branch et al. diagram, and finally discussed the characteristics of the SN
parent Hii region compared to all other Hii regions in the galaxy. In a near future, the
AMUSING survey will be able to reproduce this analysis and construct statistical samples
to enable the characterization of the progenitors of different supernova types.
1 Introduction
Astrophysics has already entered the epoch of big data. The current established under-
standing on several aspects of galaxy formation and evolution now based on a single or low
number of observations, will be recalled and challenged by statistical methods applied to the
huge amount of data collected by current and new instruments. This is the case of present
and near-future wide-field and high-resolution Integral Field Spectroscopy (IFS) instruments
which have opened new possibilities in several aspects of astrophysics. Its powerfulness resides
on the capability to obtain spectral information at every single position of the instrumental
field-of-view with a single exposure (∼100,000 in the case of MUSE). We are now able to
resolve extragalactic Hii regions and get the spectral properties of fractions of Hii regions.
Old Hii region-based relations will need to be recalibrated based not on the whole Hii region
emission but on fractions with varying ionization conditions.
This new higher spatial precision is also revolutionizing supernova science. Direct
detections of supernova progenitor stars are still rare, and the study of their environment has
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2 Connecting SNe with their environments
proven to be a good alternative to put constraints on their characteristics. IFS is nowadays
the most powerful tool to strengthen further these environmental constraints. After several
works that studied the environments of supernovae with IFS [25, 21, 16, 15, 6, 8, 7] with
different spatial and spectral resolutions, the next natural step is to connect those derived
environmental parameters with the observed properties of SNe. This is one of the aims
of the All-weather MUse Supernova Integral-field of Nearby Galaxies (AMUSING) survey,
which is currently using the MUSE IFS at the Very Large Telescope (VLT) to compile a
statistical sample of nearby SN host galaxies, and will definitely be a milestone on supernova
environments research.
Here, we present the case of NGC 7469 where SN Ia 2008ec was discovered and followed
up, and for which we can connect both environmental and observed properties.
2 MUSE observations of NGC 7469
NGC 7469 was observed with the MUSE instrument on August 19th 2014 during the the
Science Verification of the instrument, under the programme 60.A-9339(A). Details on the
program that proposed the observations and the selection of this galaxy is described in [8] in
its Table 1. Although the quality of the observation is not optimal it has become useful for
a series of pilot studies and, in our case, to study SN environments.
2.1 Analysis
Reduction and analysis of the datacube is presented in [8] and we refer the reader to that
paper for more details. Below we summarize the common steps, and detail further analysis
performed for this work.
After correcting for Milky Way (MW) dust extinction and shifting the spectra to rest-
frame wavelengths, we used STARLIGHT [4] to fit a combination of single stellar population
(SSP) models to all individual spectra (∼100,000) in the datacube. The best combination
of SSPs was used to remove the stellar component of the spectra and leave only the pure
nebular emission spectra. Gaussian fits were performed to the Balmer Hα emission line to
measure their amplitude, width, and shift from the expected rest-frame position. The shift
measured from the Hα line has been used to produce velocity maps, which give an idea on
the projected galaxy rotation with respect to the line-of-sight. Kinematic analysis [14] were
performed to the velocity maps to get estimations on the axis-ratio/ellipticity and projection
angle of the galaxy, which were later used to measure deprojected (on-disc) distances from the
galaxy core to any position in the galaxy. From each individual Hα intensity measurement,
we created a 2-dimensional map that was given as an input to Hiiexplorer [22], a package
that detects clumps of higher intensity by aggregating adjacent pixels that were then selected
as star-forming Hii regions. Following this procedure we were left with 169 Hii region spectra.
These 169 spectra were fitted again with STARLIGHT from which we recovered their
complete star formation histories. The same procedure described above was repeated to get
the pure nebular spectra and fit the strongest emission lines (Hα, Hβ, Oiii λ5007, and Nii
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Figure 1: Top: Hα intensity and velocity maps of NGC 7469 with. We showed with black
crosses the galaxy center and the position of SN 20083c and SN 2000ft. Middle: Hα equivalent
width, average stellar age, and oxygen abundance maps of the Hii region segmentation from
HIIexplrer, coloured by intensity. Bottom: Radial gradients of these three parameters. We
marked with symbols the two SN parent Hii regions.
λ6583) that were used to estimate the oxygen abundance with the O3N2 calibration proposed
by [17]. We normalized the spectra using the best SSP fit to the continuum and measured
the Hα equivalent width, a good proxy for the stellar population age. Finally, we measured
deprojected GCDs to all H ii regions to study the radial dependences of these parameters.
In Fig. 1, we show a series of maps resulting from our analysis. The top row shows the
Hα intensity map and the velocity map measured in each individual spectra, and two SNe
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discovered in the galaxy with black crosses. In the mid row, we show the Hii region segregation
colored in terms of the HαEW, the average stellar population age, and the oxygen abundance,
respectively. Below, the radial distributions of these three parameters are shown. On top of
them, the stars represent the parent Hii regions of SNe discovered in NGC 7469.
3 Supernova observed properties
Two supernovae have been discovered in this galaxy: the type Ia SN 2008ec, and the radio SN
2000ft. We did a thorough search on the literature and compiled the following information
for SN 2008ec: spectral sequences were presented in [24], and multi-band photometry was
presented in [10] and [18]. Since no public data of SN 2000ft is available, we focused our
analysis in the former object.
SN 2008ec was discovered in July 14th 2008 by [20] and classified as type Ia SN by [13].
In Figure 2 we reproduce, left-hand panel, multi-band light-curves referenced to its explosion
date (MJD 54657.0) and its spectral sequence where the typical SN Ia features can easily be
identified. All spectra have been corrected for both Milky Way (MW) extinction using a [5]
law and the dust maps of [23] assuming an RV = 3.1, and for host galaxy reddening with
an RV = 2.21 and E(B − V )=0.24 as found in [19] by fitting SN multiband light curves.
Spectral epochs with respect the explosion have been also added in labels. Since the rise time
in the B-band is ∼17 days, the earliest spectrum can be considered to have been taken at
maximum light.
Although SNe Ia do not show homogeneous brightness at peak, their light-curves can
be standardized to reduce the scatter in their peak brightness to around 0.12-0.15 mag.
Several diagnostic diagrams have been proposed (e.g. [2]) to explain such differences, but as
discussed in [9], these diagrams give more information about the state of the ejecta than the
possible explosion mechanisms progenitor scenarios. In that sense, the proposed subclasses
are better described by a continuous sequence than distinct groups, and this is supported by
the existence of transitional SN Ia. To positon SN 2008ec in these diagrams, we measured
expansion velocities and pseudo-equivalent widths (pEW) of the two Si II λ5972 and Si II
λ6355 absorption lines in the spectrum corresponding to the epoch of maximum brightness.
We obtained pEW5972=34.41±2.71 A˚ and pEW6355=121.78±1.58 A˚, Right-hand panel in
Figure 2 shows the Branch et al. [2] diagram populated with CfA and CSP data, and our
measurements for SN 2008ec, which results to be a transitional event in the boundary between
the Cool (CL) and Broad line (BL) SN Ia classes. CL SNe Ia are a bit fainter than core-normal
SNe Ia because of their lower 56Ni ejecta mass, which mainly controls their temperature and
luminosity. SN 1991bg is the typical object of this class. On the other hand, BL SNe Ia
have thicker silicon layers than the core-normal SN Ia, which produce broader Si II λ6355
absorptions given the higher optical depth over a substantial velocity range. Regarding its
expansion velocities, we find v6355max=(11.31±0.16) 103 km s−1, which is within the lower range
of the BL SNe Ia, and totally consistent with other CL values.
Branch et al. [1] presented SALT2 multi-band light-curve fits and reported a x1 stretch
factor of 1.34 ± 0.22, which corresponds to ∆m15=1.33 ± 0.19, pointing out that SN 2008ec
is an underluminous SN Ia and in absolute agreement with its spectroscopic properties.
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Figure 2: Left: SN 2008ec photometry from [10] and [18], and spectral sequence from [24]. In
grey the observed spectra and in black the Milky Way and host galaxy reddening-corrected
spectra. Each spectra has been labeled with its epoch relative to explosion. Spectrum at +16
days correspond to the B-band maximum light, and the main features have been indicated
in colors. Right: Diagnostic diagram populated with data from the Center for Astrophysics
Supernova Program (CfA, open symbols) and from the Carnegie Supernova Project (CSP,
filled symbols), with our measurement for SN 2008ec (red) on top.
4 Supernova properties in its galaxy context
SNe Ia are found in both early- and late-types galaxies which suggests that their progenitors
are most probably old stars. The accepted scenario is a CO white dwarf in a binary system,
where the companion can be either another white dwarf (double degenerate, DD) or a younger
main sequence star (single degenerate, SD). SN Ia in spirals are found to be brighter than
those in elliptical galaxies, and it has also been shown that low-stretch SNe Ia occur in
regions with older populations [11], which may suggest those two different populations in
action: fainter SNe Ia in early-type galaxies may result from the DD scenario, while brighter
SNe Ia in late-type galaxies may come from the SD scenario.
Although NGC 7469 is a late-type galaxy (Sa), SN 2008ec is in an inter-arm region
relatively far from any Hii region thus indicating that the progenitor star it is not strongly
correlated to a region of recent star formation. The measurements from the spectra of both
the closest Hii region and at the SN position, show very low HαEW values (Hii: 6.99±0.32
A˚, local: 3.14±0.29 A˚), thus being around the lowest values across the galaxy disk (see lower-
left panel in FIg. 1), which correspond to the oldest stellar population ages. From the SFH
average ages are also relatively old (Hii: 5.1±0.8 Gyr, local: 6.2±1.0 Gyr), and no younger
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populations than 1 Gyr are needed in the fit. Moreover, as seen in Fig. 1, the parent Hii
region has the lowest oxygen abundance (8.40±0.05 dex) which is consistent with the value
at the SN location (8.41±0.05 dex). In addition, both the stretch parameter estimated from
their LC fit and the location in the spectroscopic diagram, pointed out that SN 2008ec was
relatively faint at peak. All these indications suggest that their progenitor scenario might
not contain young stars, thus and the most probable is either the DD scenario, or the SD
with an older companion.
L.G. was supported in part by the US National Science Foundation under Grant AST-1311862.
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